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1. Choppa Choppa Helicopter
By Jill Kemp
Scarves or ribbons.
Start down
Chorus:

Choppa Choppa Choppa
twirl ribbon overhead

In my helicopter come for a ride with me
move around

Come for a ride in my helicopter
I wonder what we will see
Choppa choppa choppa
In my helicopter
Up up up I go
start down move up whirl around

Whirling so high up in the sky
whirl around

the ground is far below
Chorus: Choppa

Choppa Choppa in my...
Choppa choppa choppa
In my helicopter
I fly round and round
round and round

Round and round round and round
Just above the ground
Chorus: Choppa

Choppa Choppa in my...
Choppa choppa choppa
twirl ribbon overhead

In my helicopter up up in the sky
up up up

Up and down
up and down

Up and down oh how I love to fly
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2. Ribbon Song
By Jill Kemp

Ribbons make a circle
large circle with ribbon

Round and round and round
Ribbons make a circle never hit the ground
large circle with ribbon
Chorus:

Jiggle all our ribbons
jiggle ribbon

You can do that too
Jiggle all our ribbons watch me go like you
Ribbons make a number 8
8 shape right across body
Go this way like me

Ribbons make a number 8
Look and you will see
Chorus:

Jiggle all our ribbons ….
Ribbons twirling twirling
small twirls round one way

Ribbons twirling round
Can you twirl it back again
twirl back other way

Never hit the ground
Chorus:

Jiggle all our ribbons ….
Using left and right brain - following
Instructions, co-ordination – rhythm.
Use with ribbons etc.
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3. Digger Driver
Jill Kemp

Work ethic song

Call me on your cell phone
phone to ear

If you need to shift some dirt
I'll bring my digger and my truck
driving action

See how hard I work
Putting on my hard hat
hat

Turning on the key
key

Changing gear and off I go
change gear

I'm the Boss
muscles

That's me
thumbs up
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Chorus:

Oh I'm a digger driver
driving

No time to stop and rest
I love to drive my digger
I 'm the boss
muscles

the BEST!
thumbs up
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Digging with my digger
dig

My diggers very big
I love to drive my digger
Dig Dig Dig Dig Dig
dig fast

Filling up the dump truck
swing two arms together one side - center - other side

Working hard all day
I love to drive my digger
And move the dirt away
push away
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Chorus:
Oh I'm a digger driver
driving

No time to stop and rest
I love to drive my digger
I 'm the boss
muscles

the BEST!
thumbs up
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4. Noah's Ark
Jill Kemp

Boing Boing Boing Boing
kangaroo jumps

Father and mother kangaroo
Went into the Ark one day
Shut the windows, shut the door
clap

clap

The rain is coming it's starting to pour
rain fingers

Ooh Ooh Ooh Ooh x3
Father and mother monkey
monkey actions

Went into the Ark one day
Shut the windows, shut the door
clap

clap

The rain is coming
It's starting to pour
rain fingers

Hurry get out of the rain
run on the spot
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Chorus:

I'm so glad God said you oughta
hammer fists in ‘arch’ overhead to the beat

Build a boat where there's no water
Noah made a boat of wood
Just the way God said he should
I'm so glad the sunshine came
x wrists - open large

And God made rainbows after rain
touch fingertips in arch over head

And God made rainbows
After rain
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Clip Clop Clip Clop ..
click tongue and march

Father and mother Zebra

Moo Moo Moo Moo..
horns forward

Bull and Cow
Hurry get out of the rain
Chorus....

Maa Maa Maa Maa
horns back

Billy Goat....

Pook Pook Pook x3
arms under armpits strut

Chicken ....
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Chorus:

I'm so glad God said you oughta
hammer fists in ‘arch’ overhead to the beat

Build a boat where there's no water
Noah made a boat of wood
Just the way God said he should
I'm so glad the sunshine came
x wrists - open large

And God made rainbows after rain
touch fingertips in arch over head

And God made rainbows
After rain
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5. Photo Of You
By Jill Kemp

*Music and movement - valuing others -complimenting others

I want to take a photo of you my friend
fist make circle to one eye

I want to take a photo of you.
Stand still a while
pose

And give me a smile
smile

That's a lovely picture of you.
Chorus:

Off you go
move

Move round so slow
The way you like to do
Around the room
I'll focus the zoom
swivel hand in front of camera

That's a lovely picture of you
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I want to take a movie
fist make circle to one eye

Of you my friend
I want to take a movie of you
Move a while
move

Give me a smile
smile

That's a lovely picture of you
Chorus:

Off you go...
You look great stand still and wait
stop

Make a funny face for me
make a funny face

Stand still a while
And give me a smile
smile

That's a lovely picture of you
Chorus: Off you go...
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6. Pass the Bean bag On
Jill Kemp

* A Circle song.
Encourages child to give and to let go.

Pass the bean bag on
pass bean bag one way

Will it stop for me
Now pass the bean bag on again
When will my turn be
Chorus: Throw the bean bag in the air …
person with bean bag or bags throws it the air and catches

Throw it high like me
Now pass the bean bag and a smile
smile and pass on again

It'll come back you see.
Pass the bean bag on
Will it stop for me
Chorus: Throw the bean bag in the air …
Pass the bean bag on
pass bean bag one way

Will it stop for me
Now pass the bean bag
On again
When will my turn be
Chorus: Throw the bean bag in the air …
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7. Five Sticky Lollypops
Traditional

Primary colours – counting
Learning to cope with disappointment when all have gone!

5 sticky lollypops
hold up 5 fingers

Fixed on sticks
Take a sticky lollypop and
Lick lick lick
pretend to lick

4…
3 ...
2…
1 sticky lollypop fixed on a stick
Take a sticky lollypop
And lick lick lick
No sticky lollypops
hold out empty hands

Fixed on sticks
No sticky lollypops to lick lick lick.
All gone
hold out two empty hands and shrug
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8. Five Drippy Iceblocks
Traditional
5 drippy ice blocks
hold up 5 fingers

Fixed on sticks
Take a drippy ice block
And lick lick lick
lick

4…
3…
2…
1 drippy iceblock fixed on a stick
hold up 1 finger

Take a drippy iceblock
And lick lick lick
No drippy ice blocks
Fixed on sticks
No drippy ice blocks
hold hands out empty – shake head

To lick lick lick.

Use primary colours to make iceblock props.
Colours and counting
Learning to cope with disappointment when there are none left!
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9. Steam Train Ride
By Jill Kemp
Speech and language development.
A team song
* Try playing rhythm with Shakers.
Or form a train which speeds up as rhyme proceeds.

All Aboard!
wave green flag

Whoo oo oo.
pull steam whistle

Ch Ch Ch Ch
Ch Ch Ch Ch x3
Chug Chug Chug Chug
Chug Chug Chug Chug x3
Choo Choo Choo Choo
Choo Choo Choo Choo x3
Chuff Chuff Chuff Chuff
Chuff Chuff Chuff Chuff x3
Whoo oo oo
pull steam whistle
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10. Stomping In Puddles
By Jill Kemp

Stomp Stomp Stomp
Stomping in a puddle
Stomp Stomp Stomp
Stomping all about
I love stomping about in puddles
When ever the sun comes out
Jump Jump Jump
Jumping in a puddle
Jump Jump Jump
Jumping all about
I love jumping about in puddles
When ever the sun comes out
Splash Slash Splash
Splashing in a puddle
Splash Splash Splash
Splashing all about
I love splashing about in puddles
Whenever the sun comes out
Drip Drip Drip
Licking drippy raindrops
Drip Drip Drip
Dripping all about
I love licking drippy raindrops
Whenever the suns not out
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11. Twinkle Sing and Play.
Adapted by Jill Kemp
Music arranged by Steve Wiggins

First time play on the slow beat:

Twinkle twinkle little star
How I wonder what you are
Up above the world so high
Like a diamond in the sky
Twinkle twinkle little star
How I wonder what you are
Second time - double beat

Twinkle, twinkle little star
How I wonder what you are
Up above the world so high.
Like a diamond in the sky.
Twinkle, twinkle little star
How I wonder what you are
To use with musical instruments or pat the beat. Aimed to help develop a young child's
ability to sing and play with the beat.
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12. Blowing Bubbles
By Jill Kemp

Blowing bubbles
Pop Pop Pop
Blow them Pop - Pop Pop
Blowing bubbles Pop Pop Pop
Pop Pop Pop - Pop Pop
Popping bubbles Pop Pop Pop
Pop them Pop - Pop Pop
Popping bubbles Pop Pop Pop
Pop Pop Pop - Pop Pop
Catching bubbles
Pop Pop Pop
Catch them
Pop - Pop Pop
Catching bubbles
Pop Pop Pop
Pop Pop Pop
Pop Pop
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13. I Can Count Backwards
By Jill Kemp

I can count backwards
I'm clever you see
You can count backwards
Try it with me
9 8 7 6 5 4
3 2 1
And there's no more
I knew you could do it
Try it again
Lets all count backwards
Starting from ten
9 8 7 6 5 4
3 2 1
There's no more
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14. Johnny Johnny
Traditional

This finger play helps
develops pointing 1 – 1 a skill necessary for reading and maths.
Never go fast! Accuracy in developing the skill is the primary object.
Right and left hand.

I'll hold up my right hand
I'll start with my little finger
I'll say his name when I touch his head
Johnny Johnny Johnny Johnny
touch tips of each finger beginning at little finger

Whoops Johnny
‘slide’ down your index finger then up your thumb

Whoops Johnny
slide back again

Johnny Johnny John
touch tip of each finger back again
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15. Greedy Monkey
By Jill Kemp

Five bananas on a big green tree
5 fingers

Father monkey said, "There's one for me."
1 finger

He took a banana Yum yum yum
eat

Soon that banana was in his tum
wobble tummy

He looked at the tree and he counted four
four fingers

I'll come tomorrow and have one more
point at tree monkey walk

Four bananas ...
Mother monkey .....
She looked at the tree
And she counted three
three fingers

“I'll come tomorrow
And have one for tea."
monkey walk
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Three bananas on a big green tree
three fingers

Greedy monkey said, "There's some for me."
He took a banana yum yum yum
eat

Soon that banana was in his tum
wobble tummy

He look at the tree and he counted two
count two fingers - one two

"I'll eat them all - there'll be none for you."
whisper

No bananas on a big green tree
shake head

Baby monkey cried, "There's none for me!"
cry

But I shared my banana and in the end
hold out banana

Baby monkey's my forever friend
link arms with friend dance in circle
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16. Three Little Firemen
By Jill Kemp
Three Little firemen use a simple concept of 1+2 =3
not being sequential. Use one finger on one hand and two fingers on the other hand.
Learning YOUR emergency number. Because this CD is distributed overseas and
emergency numbers are different, there is a space for you to sing your correct
number.

One little
1 finger one hand

Two little, three little firemen
two fingers on the other hand

If you see a fire dial .....
The firemen will run and
Jump in their engine
run jump

Hurry hurry here we come
driving

One little
1 finger one hand

Two little, three little firemen
two fingers on the other hand

Put on a coat
And a hard hat too
coat - hat

On with their boots
pull on boots

Pull pull pull
Vroom vroom
driving

And off we go
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One little
1 finger one hand

Two little three little firemen
two fingers on the other hand

Driving a fire engine very fast
driving

Woo woo woo goes the siren
round and round overhead

Move over - let me past
toot horn
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One little fireman climbs the ladder
1 finger one hand

Up up up he goes
up up up

Two little firemen squirt the water
two fingers on the other hand

Swish swish with the hose
swish hose

One little
1 finger one hand

Two little three little firemen
two fingers on the other hand

Driving slowly home to rest
drive

Three tired firemen go to bed
sleep

Thank you - you are the best!
wave thumbs up
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17. Me and My Truck
Jill Kemp

NORTH - SOUTH - EAST & WEST
Listening and following directions

Driving my big Mac truck
drive

Up north,
point up

Down south and then
point down

I drive my truck from east to west
point left & right

And home again
make house over head
listen and wait - pull horn

Me and my truck just rolling along
rolling hands

I wave to my mates while I sing a song
wave

Driving my truck
drive

Just watching the world go by
listen and wait
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-

pull horn

Sometimes I drive my truck at night
hold up fists and WAIT

My rig lit up
open & shut hands

Oh what an awesome sight
Driving my truck and
driving

Watching the world go by
listen and wait

-

pull horn

Me and my truck just rolling along
rolling hands

I wave to my mates while I sing a song
wave

Driving my truck
drive

Just watching the world go by
Driving my truck just
Watching the world go by
listen and wait
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pull horn

18. Our Lovely Lycra
By Helen Willberg 1992. Used by permission.

Our lovely lycra can stretch and relax
Stretch and relax Stretch and relax
Our lovely lycra can stretch and relax
Stretch and relax
Chorus:

Om chinga chinga

each hand alternately forward and back - piston

Om chinga chinga Om ching ching ching
repeat

Our lovely lycra can shiver and shake
Chorus Om chinga chinga …
Our lovely lycra goes
up and down..
Chorus. Om chinga chinga…
Our lovely lycra goes
side to side
Chorus : Om chinga chinga...
Wheee
lycra high
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21. Good Morning To You
Tune: Happy Birthday to You

Good morning to you
Good morning to you
wave to someone

I'm so glad you've come today
Good morning to you
Good morning to you
Good morning to you
I'm so glad you've come today
Good morning to you
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